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When fermions are su i t ab ly introduced the exact on shell so lu t ion is
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t o in tegra te out t h e o-model f i e ld s leaving an effect ive ac t ion for

graviton and g r a v i t i n o .
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I 1 - INTKODUCATION

After sane years of low activity the theory of

strings' ' - actually superstrings* ' - a reinterpretation

of the old theory,-prevailed as a more fundamental theory

for the elementary interactions, due to the unique cancel-

lations of anomalies' ' , and the desirable possible gauge

groups ' .

An understanding of the dynamics of string in-

teractions is however lacking. Some progress has been re-

cently achieved by Polyakov' ' noting that the Nambu-Goto

action can be generalized adding a term containing the ex-

trinsic curvature of the world-sheet. The new term is

unique in the sense of being scaling invariant.

The action can be rewritten in terms of a (T-

model interacting with a. gravitational field, which in

turn describes the usual string degrees of freedom. That

(T-model lives in a manifold 50 (D)/SO a ) a SOfD-A) .

By a field redefinition we prove that Polyakcv's

6" -model is equivalent to a formulation where only an

abelian gauge field shows up, moreover we claim that

i) the (i -function is negative,

ii) the gauge field has a massless pole imply-

ing a long range force, and the normal to

the string surface cannot be defined:the

string is infinitely creased,

i i i) integratility conditions are spoiled by

anomalies.



Later on we investigate the coupling of the

above theory to fermions. As a first attempt we consider

a minimal coupling, namely the coupling of the <T-ntodel

gauge field to the ferraionic current. We claim that

i) t h e ft -function is negative,

ii) the gauge field is short ranged; the nor-

mal to the string surface can now be de-

fined but the string continues being

creased ( with a finite string tension ),

iii) the integrability condition is satisfied

and the S-matrix is severely contrained( in

the absence of gravitational fields ).

The next step is the introduction of supersym-

metry. In this case we have obtained that

i) the fi_ function remains negative,

ii) the gauge field is short ranged and the

string is creased with a finite string

tension.

iii) the integrability condition is still sa-

tisfied and we write down the S-matrix

factorization equations.

At last we have studied the locally supersym-

metric theory. It has been possible to integrate out the

<T -model fields leading to an effective action in terms

of the string fields. The results i) and ii) obtained in

the globally supersymmetric case remain true.
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II - THE BOSONIC STRING.

The action we are going to deal with is given by:(5)

it v is the second fundamental form defined inwhere

terms of the string space-time position

sheet derivative d^ by the equation

M - j ̂

and the world

(2.2)

The metric and the position

The Christoffel symbol is

are related by

w and the normal vectors

a r e normalized by - °ij

i r J ... D-2. .

The second term in the action (2.1) can be rewritten in-

troducing a covariant derivative by

+• (2.3)

in terms of which we obtain

(2.4)

The r . h . s . of equation (2 .4) i s the ac t ion of a

ir-model defined on a symmetric space SO(D) /S0(2)® 50{D"i)

coupled to , a two-dircensional gravitational

field a^ ,

A (T-model defined on a Grassmannian manifold,

as above can be described in different but equivalent forms.

-3-



We define a g f i e l d ( <J € SO U» )

•)
I

Dip

Using the contraints

VI -- 1

2*vj = 0

^+ 2 . o

we obtain

= 1

by

( 2 . 5 )

(in our case p=2). See appendix B for notation

The 5O(.T5j / 5 O C P ) ® SO(.D-P) ff-model

is obtained introducing a gauge field

The ac t ion r e a d s :

(2.6)

(2.8)

(2.9)

where

I t follows that instead of »|i , we can use a

field 1; / - i 2. i and the explicit gauge group

-k-

is now SO(2) and not SO(D-2), This model is well known

being 1/J) expandable. Alternatively^ we can formulate the

model using U(l) formulation instead of S0(2), which will

be useful in the next section, by introducing the fields:

1= ii + i iz (2.10)

with the constraints:

i L . o (2.11)

The 1/D expansion i s summarised by ;.. the folloving propagators

(for details appendix Ai'

(2.12)

A v t- PI

where

A

r _ ^ A(.P>

I f

JL JUA^ * J7

( 2 . 1 3 )

(2.14)

-5-



implying conservation of the non local charge

(2.15)

where o if) , V flip) J is the field enforcing the constraint

Z2 = 0 {ZZ = 0), and (p) implements 'zz = 2.

The generated mass m is given in terms of the

coupling constant TO = D °Ce /Z and the cut-off by

J - if P. ' (2-16)

At the quantum level, in perfect analogy with the C P

lot

model, 'the long range force gives rise to an anomaly

(2.22)

tL v]
Further discussions will be given in the conclu-

From this expression the p -function can be computed

(2.17)

A 'n

The f\ propagator has a pole at p2=0. To see this w e

expand eq. (2.13) around p2=0 obtaining

A.
P-

Integrability follows from the relation:

,̂ J. J ='

where the Noether current is
(7)

T *T)r?V t
rA

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

III - THE COUPLING TO FERMIOHS.

The simplest coupling of the <5" -models to fer-

mions is obtained assigning the fermions to a fundamental

( 9 )representation of the gauge group . The Langrangian is

given by

(3.1)

Being bilinear in the fermion fields, we are able

to integrate then out by means of the introduction ofaWess-

Zumino term . In the abelian case the result is very sim-

pie *11'

j Aroo Ar u: (3.2)

i

-6- -7-



where
fa-

( 3 . 3 )

The minimal fermions are very useful to cancel

the anomaly i n the non-local charge. This follows from the

screening of the long range force by the fermion f i e lds :

they form a condensate, disappear from the physical spec-

trum, leaving us with a short range gauge po ten t i a l , simi-
(121lar t o the mass generation in the Schwinger model.

This can be seen in the framework of the 1/D

expansion, which is very similar to the previous model

(without fermions-section I I ) , with exception of the A^

propagator, which acquires a constant contribution from the

fermion one-loop (actually t h i s i s the only fermionic con-

t r ibu t ion at a l l , due to current and pseudo-current conser-

vation at higher orders) . The r e s u l t i s

The generated mass i s exactly equal to that

computed in the previous section

= A e ( 3 . 5 )

Therefore

Plr--i (3.6)

which is always negative.

We can study the integrability properties of

this model. Classically:

- o

(3.7)

At the quantum level we have:

J =
= anomaly

where

(3.8)

The right-hand side vanishes, due to a cancel-

lation between the previous anomaly and the Adler-Bardeen

anomaly of the axial current. It follows that

is conserved, <.' e , cLQ /d_t - o.

The model is integrable at the quantum level, and

the action of the non local charge on asymptotic states can

be computed " . Conservation of Q implies also absence of

particle production, so that any S-matrix element can be

readily computed once the two body S-matrix elements are

known. For those, we study the commutation relations botwsen

Q and the S operators, which means computing Q applied on

asymptotic states.

We have:

*>\

KINn. (3.9a)
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(3.9b)

(3.9c)

K-k (3.9d)

(3.9e)

-hi.

and 0J >G( > . , > Q-* .

The conservation of the above quantum non local

charge KJ^ implies factorizability of the S-matrix, which

in the case of 6O1D)«> U(i ) symmetry has the follow-

ing aNsatz:

• nM{3.10)

)
(3.11)

where

p = in , cfxtj) J •

, © - ©j - 0 is the rapidity

In general

relates the two body amplitudes OL-(Q)

Non-local charge conservation implies the

equality between eqs. (3.9a-b), resulting in a set of li-

near equations among the (in a general form) <Xt' (0) <

namely:

(3.13)

,(0)

h3 (o).- -jif

Unitarity implies

(3.

and

with

iz(9) tj. (-Q) t r3

"X = Z %
3)-2

(3.15 J

-li-

fm f
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Crossing relations are

and

Unfortunately, the above relations are not sufficient

to fix all arbitrariness. Actually not even knowledge of the

(14)
bound state spectrum suffices, as is usually the case1

However equations {3.13) do already imply a very strong

constraint to the on shell solution.

Concerning the spectrum, it is possible that no

bound state can be formed due to the screening of the long

range force by the fermions, similarly to the minimally

coupled model *11* <13>

- 1 2 -

IV - THE SUPERSYMHETRIC^COOPLIMG.

The supersymmetric non-linear sigma model can

be constructed either considering the coupling to fermions

belonging to the adjoint representation in the gauge

group, or (what is equivalent) in a superfield formulation

(in the latter case, the fermion y is related to the

former by 'Y- a "X , where a is the field defined

in section II ( see also ref ( 9 ) ).

We use a more elaborate argument analogous to

the one used in section II to prove that it is equivalent

to supersymmetrize either Polyakov's TU'S o r o u r *• 5

Suppose we write the bosonic field as previously

V
with the constraints

ri = A

( 4 . 1 )

IT t ^|T , A

and the gauge potential

( 4 . 2 )

( 4 . 3 )

As argued in ref ( 9 ), the field

X. f ( 4 . 4 )

- 1 3 -



takes values in the complex vector space V- , which trans-

forms as a representation of the invariant subgroup

ri - SOf 5-) ® 5 0 (*"2J _ Moreover, in the super symmetric

case Y-> is the adjoint representation.

We define

r r

and \ $1 f,

The field

is in the adjoint representation, so that

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.8)

We can set up the following identities:

where (4.11)

From the contraints (4.7) it follows that

(4-12)

u.-
'?•'•

(4.7a) Moreover

<4.7b) (4.13)

also

(4.7c)

then

(4.14)

r. •••.

(4.7d) Equation (4.10) now reads

The lagrangean written is terms of Q and A reads (4.15)

-15-



Finally substituting r and T we have

V (4.16a)

•M)ii

(4.16b)

and f (4.16c)

The full lagrangian can be written in terms of

and abolishing the subscript I we end up with

supplemented by the constraints

Z .- \ , o

11 = Z

(4.18a)

(4.18b)

= o (4.18c)

The 1/D expansion can be accomplished by the

usual methods. In appendix A it is performed for local

supersymmetry. In the global case, we can read the results

-16-

deleting al l qravitons and gravitinos. As a result , we have:

(4.19)

(4 .20)

( 4 . 2 1 )

( 4 . 2 2 )

Details on the notation for the fields are given

in Appendix A.

Again, the generated mass is given by the same

formula as before, n? = A eacp {_-At:/t=. ) , implying

a negative ft-function.

( 4 . 2 3 )

The i.nfrared expansion for the gauge field is

( 4 . 2 4 )

and the gauge field is short ranged.

Our last remark in this case concerns the

scattering amplitude of the on shell states.

In the supersymmetric case, the previous cancel-

lation between the non local charge anomaly arising from

the short distance expansion of the product of the bosonic

current, cancels the Adler-Bardeen anomaly exactly, to all

-17-



orders in perturbative theory . This implies that the non-

local charge

*9'

(4-25)

is conserved, <• e , cLQ/dt ; o , where

L (4.26b)

a ?

= (bosonic anomaly) + (Adler-Bardeen anomaly) = 0 (4.27)

Conservation of the non-local charge implies

again factorizability of the S-matrix in 2 —r <0 body

amplitudes.

The factorizable ansatz for the S-matrix (which

we write in this case with the symmetry S O CD) <* UCJ)

instead of isO (D) <» S O (a) ) is given by:

} UO . 28a)

)

(4.28O

V0'' PN KOi

(4.28d)

(4.28e)

( 4 . 2 8 f )

I MM

(4.28g)

where | 2 (G) / \ 1 %(W/ / i s the asymptotic bosonic

(fermionic) f ie ld carrying the SO(D) quantum number H with

rapid i ty Q defined by p - -m \sKQ , cK& )

As a general notation <9j > &i , G± *> @2 , & = &i - @2

and

A 16), a.iO
(4.291

where CL; (6) are the 2 -> Z body amplitudes.

The non-local charge acts on asymptotic states

by the following formulae:

with a n d

I t

-19-
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where "k =

( 4 . 3 2 )

( 4 . 3 3 )

Equality of the action of Q, on asymptotic sta-

tes gives rise to the following set of linear equations

among the 2-> Z body amplitudes,

for the bosonic sector:

lye) = -a.it.
£«-0

( 4 . 3 4 )

for the fermionic sector:

irAio) = - 3 ; it

e

- 20 -

( 4 . 3 5 )

and for the mixed sector:

is:-©

Cj(G)r - C; (fl)

J>-2

K-2

D-2 (4.36)

As in the previous section, unitarity and crossing

further contraints the model. But once again, there are too

many amplitudes, and we do not have enough information to

fix all of them, not even if we could obtain the bound state

spectrum, see further comments in the conclusions.

-21-



V - LOCAL SUPERSYMMETRY.

In the supersymmetric model discussed in the pre-

vious section, supersymmetry can be made local, by means of

the introduction of new fields.

The tsgrangisn

has the symmetries:

- x

i.l)

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

<5-2c)

This variation can be compensated by the intro-

duction of the gravitino field • j ^ , whose variation is

(5.5)

The new Lagrangian

is not yet invariant, since o J is not zero.

The full invariant lagrangian ±s given by

(5.6)

/̂i

+ 1 ft IM

where is the transposed of 'Y

The parameter c- is a (constant) anticommuting

spinor. If we assign a space-time dependence to £, , &

is no longer invariant . Instead

.- z

where J' is the supersymmetric Noether current:

-22

(5.3)

(5.4)

9.
{5.1)

where we have introduced the graviton field C with

" "
(5.8)

and the local supersymmetry is realized by the transforma-

tions

(5.9a)

-23-
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$% =-

(5.9b)

(5.9c)

(5.3d)

The new lagrangian has a big set of invariances,

namely :

i) local supersymraetry (as previously)

i i ) local Lorentz transformations:

$1 =• o (5.10a)

s a.

(5.10b)

(5.10c)

<5.10d)

i i i ) Weyl transformation

(5.11a)

(5.11b)

-2k-

(5.11c)

(5.lid)

iv) Super-weyl transformation

(5.12a)

(5.12b)

(5.12c)

d C ^ = O (5.12d(

Classically, this set of symmetries is so big that

and €!„ °" can be chosen to be zero and O ̂

respectively; since a(^^ = 5^ j ,we can chose

0(/ Jf* J? A ( which can be made zero by a supersym-

etry transformation. Also C*."" c a n ke chosen to be Op.

because the 2-dimensional space-time is conformally flat.

In that case, the equations of motion for those fields re-

produce the spinning string constraint equations'16'.

However quantum mechanically the situation is

different. The most efficient way to gather information is as

yet a 1/D expansion, which is fully developed in Appendix

A. As a result we have the following 2 point functions, be-

sides those already discussed is the previous section which

remain equal. Choosing the super-Weyl parameter in (5.12a)

so that Su. M - O , and the conformal gauge

£.,.*"j {P S.. °" w e have:

.13)

-25-



VI - CONCLUSIONS.

fc *
3.2 ar

5 (5.14)

See Appendix A for notation.

Again, the generated mass is given by the previous expression,

Repeating the value of the p -function:

(5.16)

Note that the vertex function have a zero at

p 2 = 0, implying a zero mass propagator, whose physical

interpretation has been stressed in (15). It implies also

a non-smooth transition to the globally supersymmetric

model.

The case Ĉ t, i o , e^ *"• r d^a is integrable, as

we saw in the previous section. However, if we are obli-

ged to keep those terms non zero because of the mass less

poles, integrability is spoiled by terms proportional to

those fields.

At last we have to comment that the ghost fields

do not interfer with our previous conclusions, and that

is the reason we have not dwelt on them in the I'/b

expansion.

-26-

The non linear sigma model defined on the sym-

metric space SO U>) / s o C 2 1 « SofJ>-i } is an extremely

rich model for strings, providing a rather deep physical

insight.

In the purely bosonic case a long range force

substantiated by the massless gauge field Ap. , whose

infrared behavior is given by eq. (2.18 ) .

This long range attractive force confines the

SO(D) degrees of freedom; the Z field , summarizing the

behavior of the normal to the surface (the latter is ac-

tually given by ^ see eq. (2.5 ) ) , is confined and

normals cannot be defined, meaning that the surface is

infinitely creased. The long range force implies also an

anomaly in the non-local charge conservation equation,and

the integrability condition is not fulfilled. But since we

are dealing with normals to a surface, at the classical

level, this anomaly means a quantum perturbation of the

string geometry; which may be an indication that this string

theory is not suitable for super-unification.

There is a mass gap in the theory. The mass is

renormalization group invariant, with a negative R -func-

tion, which is in accordance with our above conclusion, if

we use Polyakov's arguments to show that the theory is the

one for creased strings.

The situation changes very much with the intro-

duction of fermions in the theory. The simplest case is the

so-called minimal coupling. In that case the long range for-

><• •

-27-



ce disappears, and the same time the integrability condi-

tion is fulfilled at the quantum level as well. The mini-

mal coupling of fermions is equivalent, in a certain sense,

to the introduction of a Wess-Zumino term, since i t natural-

ly shows up in the integration of free fermions. This means

that we are yet in the case of bosonic strings, with the

addition of a Wess-Zumino term, whose influence in the mo-

del is worth studying. In general, a Wess-Zumino term of

the usual type is not possible to be constructed in

a symmetric space; i t vanishes identically due to the con-

traints of the bosonic theory. The inclusion of the fer-

raion determinant is a detour.

The (l/D ) expansion also predicts a mass for the

Z fields, with (the same) negative p -function (as in the

previous model) . That the string is purely bosonic is confir-

med by the fact that the fermions are completely screened, as

in the Schwinger mechanism, and the only massive field is Z.

In the asymptotic states only bosons are present. Conserva-

tion of the non-local charge implies the factorizability of

the S-matrix. Possibly there will be no bound state pole,

since that is also the case in the minimally coupled CP

model. The resulting S-matrix depends only on the rapidity,

and on the dimension D.

Supersymmetry makes the theory much more inter-

esting , There are many auxiliary fields, but again the

massless pole in the Ap. propagator is shifted away, giv-

ing a mass to the A^ low energy effective action. The Z

and T fields are both massive, implying a short range

correlation of order 1/m and a creased string. This is

-re-

confirmed by a negative P -function, which can be obtained

computing the renormalization group equation for the gene-

rated mass. Asymptotically there are the bosonic Z fields

and the fermionic ^ fields. The S-matrix is factorizable

(again, we cannot compute the bound states), depending on

the rapidity and on the dimension D. This computation

could be performed again due to the cancellation of ano-

malies in the conservation equation of the non-local

charge. Applying the non-local charge on asymptotic sta-

tes one obtains a set of linear equations for the S-matrix

elements. We are now obviously dealing with a supersymmetric

string theory, which being creased, due to the negative /?-

function should be suitable for the super-unification

scheme.

Finally, the theory has been coupled to super-

gravity. In two dimensions the supergravity multiplet has

no degree of freedom, the free actions for them are iden-

tically zero. The field equation for those fields gives

the constraint equations of the spinning string. In the

quantum case, due to the mass generation, the two point

function of the graviton and gravitino fields turn out to

be non trivial, and although not being physical, they do

contribute as virtual states . However, the main features

of the model remain untouched: the generated mass is equal,

consequently the |3 -function is yet negative definite, the

gauge field Ap. is again short ranged. Nevertheless, it has

not been possible to define a conserved non-local charge, un-

less the gravitino fields are trivial. But the string remains

creased with conclusions very similar to the globally super-

-29-



symmetric case, which can be seen as an aproximation to lo-

cal supergynunetry if the transition is smooth. However in

this respect we have to call attention to the fact that the

gravitino propagator presents a massless pole, which could

invalidate the smoothness of the transition from local to

global supersymmetry. In a previous paper* ' th is massless

pole was interpreted as a hint to string corapactification.

This is a formidable problem about which we are not able to

comment in full detail, but the very fact that a massless

pole appears in those propagators is worth a remark. This

also implies that locally supersymmetric and globally

supersymmetric theories are very different, and one cannot

be obtained from the other in a smooth limit.
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APPEHDIX A

1/D Expansion

We shall work out the details of the above expan-

sion for the locally supersymmetric case. At the end we

obtain the results for the globally supersymmetric and pu-

rely bosonic cases as particular cases, separating the cor-

responding quantities.

To begin, we write down the Lagrangian in eucli-

dianized space:

ytif)i

(A.I)

together with the contraints

22 --

(A.2)

The fermion covariant derivative contains a cur-

vature term as well:

(A.3)

u.-

t ••-•

-30-
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and also V -= £ a V , and e ; f

The constraints can be implemented by lagrange

multiplier fields, and the quartic interactions can be

made quadratic in the 2 and ty fields, introducing

further lagrange multipliers. With the help of a l l this

paraphernalia, the generating functional with the whole

set of auxiliary fields reads

Our first step is to perform the T integration.

In order to disentangle the ̂  Y and W terms we

rewrite the pieces comprising those fields in terms of

i 2
+ iTJ

where

+ JL -f

J . -̂

+ _c_ c i V- +_e_rV'ZC + ^ _

+ e J2- + e

The covariant derivative reads

- e

(A.4)

and

(A.5)

iC t

-33-
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- e
A

(A.7)

with

(A.8)

The integration over °i results in

<A.9)

The next move is the integration over the 2 fields.

We introduce

(A.10)

The terms in i and 2 are

where

V
JP1

+ X> A"

= e
c c

c c

(A.I,)

We have to make the change

(A.13)

The integration over ~L can be performed, and yields

exp -JD_tr JL A.
2 {

(A.14)

The effective action now reads

Stiff = - -±-y

A i i&

i -;

- 3 5 -



and can be expanded in powers of v/])1 . The 2 and y

propagators are obtained by the second derivative of the

J> -4
generating functional with respect to M, and X~

<*„ (A.16)

{A.17)

The new mass parameter is obtained as follows. The

fields (p and °< may have a non vanishing vacuum expecta-

tion value, which contributes, respectively to the mass term

of the fermion and boson field. In the fermionic case, the

coefficient of the linear term CD z as ~ <C<fy ̂ > , is given by

the sum of two terms, which must be zero:

=O (A.18)

it follows that

A e
(A.19)

For the coefficient of »C(0) we have the same

contribution, and the bosonic and fermionic masses coin-

cide, as they should. In order to compute the two point

functions, we have to expand the effective action to se-

cond order in the fields. This is a straightforward ex-

pansion of the logarithim, and yields the following con-

tributions for the 2 point functions:

-36-

1. The gauge field vertex function ( A*. - see

fig.l). The lowest contribution for the effective action is

given by

= A-Udj fir) (A.20)

There are two bosonic and one fermionic contributions

(A.21)

(A.22)

The result is

(A.23)

To find the propagator we have to proceed further, since Av~

mixes with tps •

2. The auxiliary field <p5 vertex function (fig.2)

' ( A- 2 4 )

We have

(A.25)
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and the result is

AC9) (A.26)

!L AV has beenwhere the divergent constant -.

used in the coupling constant renormalization.

3. The mixed term A^ $5 (fig.3) is given by

5 (A.27)

Jean)1

and the result is

A (f)

1 (A.28)

(A.29)

From the previous paragraphes, the Aa. propagator follows

( A - 3 0 )

Other results follow in the same way. We collect the final

expressions

4. The auxiliary field oC (fig.4)

Z j

V
J C2*

(A.31)

(A.32)

-38-

5. The auxiliary fields T and • (fig.5)

lolxcfij ^(x-) I t ' ^ ) if (A.33)

(A.34)

6. The auxiliary fields c and c (fig.6)

(2) f
c - (A.35)

• , \ . (A.37)

1 J
In the locally supersymisetric case there is a mixing between

the gravitino and C. Before considering these terms we conti-

nue our list

7. The auxiliary field S (fig.7)

(A.38)

(A.39)

and the result is

?) A(p) (A.40)

As in the case of u), . one infinite constant was used to

-39-



renormalize the coupling constant +o .

8. The auxiliary fields Uj , (fig.8)

(A.41)

(A.42)

pc

n <-
r - 2

A(P)

10. The mixing term c

(A.43)

9. The auxiliary fields C , C (fig.9)

nc<3>-

I fr

This term comes from the expansion of

(A.44)

(A.45)

(A.46)

(fig. 10)

(A,47)

(A.48)

which a f te r integrat ing out the Z(Z) fields in C gives

a term in the effect ive action of the type fc Zi Q, in

The contribution of the above term i s given by:

(A.49)

where some terms have been disregarded, because they are pro-

portional to oV<- (which is zero on Q/^ ) •

Finally, we arrive at the graviton and gravitino

contributions:

11. The gravitino 2-point function (fig.11) is

given by

s ; . . f n
(A.50)

(A.51)

Since in our super-Weyl gauge choice

have _- i-

- o ) we

(A.52)

which has a zero at pJ = 0, since A(p)= — ' — •+ &

12. For the graviton 2 vertices function at the

conformal gauge ( C^0- - ̂ Te1 S^. °") »we have (see fig. 12)

-Ui-



W. v(
(A.53)

(A.54)

The result is

(A.55)

Finally we should note that in the functional inte-

gral (A.4) care has to be taken with ghosts contributions,

for the gauge fixing coining from general coordinates trans-

formation, and local supersymmetry. The former can be fixed

requiring that k,^ is symmetric, and there is no ghost. For

the latter, we have a contribution

which can be handled straightforwardly (there is no infrared

problem, since the ghost interaction is through a deriva-

tive) . For a more . detailed discussion about auxiliary fieltjs

gauge fixing procedure see (6).

Notation

Capital latin letters from the middle of the

alphabet denote space-time indices, running from 1 to D:

M,M - J, .....3>

Greek letters from the middle of the alphabet

are curved space-time indices on the string world-sheet

M.,o - .1,2.

whereas the corresponding flat space-time indices are latin

letters from the beginning of the alphabet:

<X, b = 1,2.

Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet

denote spinorial Lorentz indices

At the end of Sec. II we use matrix notation.

The matrix Z has the index structure

where

and

in such a way that

2 Z denotes 'i( ,etc.

The case of interest in the paper is P = 2

Our representation of l£ -matrix is

• 1

vri

**#

i -

l o

-1(2-
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l contributions to the gauge field /̂ A. two point func-

tion, in (a) and (b) the internal line corresponds to Z and

in (c) it corresponds to 'r .

Fig.2 contribution to the <p$- field two point function.

Fig.3 contribution to the mixed A~.- $5 two point function.

Fig.4 contribution to the °C two point function.

Fig.5 contribution to the o~S two point function.

Fig.6 contribution to the CC two point function.

Fig.7 contribution to the <p two point function.

Fig.8 contribution to the *ff two point function.

Fig.9 contribution to the C C two point function.

Fig,10 contribution to the mixed c G ^ t o the point function.

Fig.11 contribution to the y^ ̂  two point function; (a)

corresponds to the vertex C^, ̂ "X^G^ VV, and (b) to the ver-

tex WY^C^^t

Fig,12 contribution to the L two point function.
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